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Angus Ross - Sutherland Chair

ADJUST/ADAPT EXHIBITION SHOWCASING
SCOTLAND’S FINEST CONTEMPORARY
FURNITURE DESIGNER-MAKERS GOES
DIGITAL

Anna Nichols

Adjust/Adapt 27 March – 24 April 2021

SKEWED WRITING DESK (above)
North American Maple structural frame and legs: desk top comprises birch plywood encased in leather with
stitched edge detail stainless steel connector detail joins top to frame
Designer: Simon Whatley / REALISE Holistic Design

The Scottish Furniture Makers Association are collaborating with Visual Arts Scotland to
present a major new members exhibition showcasing and celebrating the transformative
power of creativity and craft to transcend challenging times.

“Scotland is home to many
world class artists, designers and makers. SFM=A is a members-led
Simon Whatley, SFMA Exhibition Curator said;

organisation of 70+ stretching from the Scottish Borders to Orkney & Shetland that has
worked to promote and represent the interests of those in the sector for two decades.

Reflecting the show’s core thematic narrative, the exhibition now moves to a digital space.
Due to ongoing Covid-19 restrictions, the physical show at the City Art Centre can no
longer take place as planned. Marking the 20th Anniversary of SFMA’s founding, Adjust /
Adapt, is now being hosted online via the CAC website and the new SFMA website.

The quality and diversity of work that will be showcased digitally via SFMA and City Art
Centre websites speaks volumes about the immense creativity within the contemporary
Applied Arts scene in Scotland. The show demonstrates the profound benefits to be gained
by choosing to commission a local designer-maker to create a unique piece of furniture for
one’s home and/or place-of-work.”

The digital showcase features work from more than two dozen SFMA members, with
each maker submitting a single piece. Carefully curated groups of furniture, augmented by
examples of contemporary applied and fine art are presented as part of a series of ‘still life’
collections; captured beautifully against bespoke theatrical staging. This unique Covid-19
safe photoshoot and video shoot will take place within the Leith Theatre.
This vital show includes a hugely diverse range of bespoke pieces, from ‘isolation chairs’
to ‘love desks’ and from drinks cabinets to ingenious display and storage systems. Each
expertly crafted piece seeking to enhance the quality of life and provide a sense of uplift
in the face of external pressures resulting from ongoing National and International crises.
Many of the exhibits provide a focus on the use of sustainable materials - often Natural,
locally sourced - in an effort to tackle the growing global climate crisis.

Full list of participating SFMA members:

Tom Addy, Duke Christie, Nicholas Denney, Rob Elliot, Stephen Finch, Simon Harlow, Alice
Holttum, Daniel Lacey, Kirsty MacDonald, Max McCance, Adrian McCurdy, Eoghann
Menzies, Isabelle Moore, Janie Morris, Anna Nichols, Ronnie Payne, Angus Richardson,
Angus Ross, Jonathan Rose, Gavin Robertson, Chris Scotland, Jack Sheahan, Alasdair
Wallace, Simon Whatley, Mike Whittall

Adjust/Adapt Events Programme:

A programme of public digital events on Industry, Skills, Sales and Resources featuring a
great roster of speakers will be running every Monday lunchtime throughout April. These
will be free to attend. Please register in advance via Zoom or eventbrite (see new SFMA
website for further information).

Right - Tom Addy Chair

Maker: James Wright / Bodan

"The last nine months have been
challenging for all artists and makers so we are delighted to be staging

Mike Whittall, SFMA Chair said;

sabelleMoore - Woven Oak Stool - (ebonised white
oak+danish cord) photo credit -Rebecca Wall

SKEWED TRIPOD
North American North American Black Walnut and
Maple
Designer: Simon Whatley / REALISE Holistic Design
Maker: Alasdair Campbell / Bodan
Architecture: The Japanese House, Portobello Konishi Gaffney Architects
Photography: Robert Pereira Hind

this exhibition both to showcase the excellent pieces our members produce and also to
celebrate our 20th anniversary as an Association. One big positive that has come out
of the pandemic is the building of new and strong alliances, such as our
partnership for this show with Visual Arts Scotland, whose members will also be exhibiting
their work. It’s been a really tough year for us all, so it’s heartening for our members

that we will be collaborating to present such a positive response
to the lockdown."

Isabelle Moore said; “The Scottish Furniture Makers Association exhibit is a great opportunity
to show work with my peers in a city centre location, celebrating traditional

skills, contemporary design and sustainable furniture making.

The exposure from the exhibition will build new and nurture existing relationships to generate
opportunities for sales, commissions and collaborative projects. SFMA membership offers an
invaluable network of resources, contacts and opportunities to its membership, in addition to
the annual showcase of members work.”
The Scottish Furniture Makers Association would like to thank Scottish Forestry, City Art
Centre and Leith Theatre for supporting #ADJUSTADAPT21

Written by,

Simon Whatley

simonjameswhatley@btinternet.com
www.scottishfurnituremakers.org.uk
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COLLABORATIVE
LOCKDOWN
PROJECT
Designer-makers often work alone in
full control of all activity, no need for
language or communication. Their intimate
knowledge of materials and process
provide boundaries of certainty, quality
and reputation.
Sometimes a new direction, steps beyond
boundaries, or an opportunity to do
something different presents itself in a
compelling way. I remember a fellow
woodworker saying when I started, he
held to the principle ‘if you can draw it,
you can make it’ (thank you Tom Cooper).
Lockdown came to me unexpectedly. The
group I have been part of for the last 3
years, which has given me the chance to
show my work to a wider audience, offered
a buddy scheme to meet like minded
people working in different materials. Jennie
McCall in Rutland became my buddy.
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Jennie is a ceramic artist working in
porcelain and parian, creating beautiful
objects of a figurative nature. She has an
artistic background in graphics, ceramics
and textiles and also lecturing and
teaching.
From a product design point of view, it
may seem fanciful for a woodworker to
collaborate with a ceramicist. However it
is the kind of challenge that can bring new
work and learning into the world. We both committed to trying things out with the possibility of no finished product to show for our work.
Ceramics are the very opposite of wood. Fired clay has no flexibility. If bent it breaks. It is impervious to water, can be heated beyond the
vaporisation temperature of wood. It cannot be cut but before firing it can be formed into whatever shape you like. Parian is translucent to
strong light and its final size is constrained by the size of the kiln.
I have recently been working in ash and oak constructional veneer. I love the flexibility and clean grain. It behaves like thick card but the
folds need to be aligned correctly in relation to the grain, where it is weak in tension across and strong in tension along. It will bend, but not
far in two directions. It has to be extremely thin to let through light.
Jennie and I worked with the theme of light. We both have strong connections to Scotland, Jennie being born here, me having been resident
for 40 years. We connected over the internet and mailed each other samples to show how our materials behaved. Jennie gave clear
explanations of what to expect. We shared images and sketches of imagined and real northern light. I supplied samples of bonded veneers
showing the curves and colours achievable. I researched how to attach ceramic to wood. We understood the project to be about learning
as much as the possibility of producing a finished item.
Jennie loves the translucency of parian and wanted to work out how to incorporate backlit colour. She knew that a thin material gave a
more translucent effect, a thick material felt warm and safe.
From my experiments I found how to bend the veneer in two directions. It produced a beautiful flowing frame using steam, patience and
some inventiveness with clamps. It also required accuracy in scribing the laminate with a router so it was no thicker than 0.25mm at the point
of the bend. The exact width and angle of scoreline was critical to produce an edge with no breakout.
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Northern Light

To work remotely with a ceramicist meant I had to step away from precision and
predictability. I made templates for Jennie’s work which had a suitable tolerance to fit the
frame I was making. Ceramics were too hard to sand using any of the usual abrasives
but the flat sides of a waterstone could make a good edge for gluing. WEST epoxy with
colloidal silica worked to glue and fillet the ceramic sides together; 5mm inserts and 3mm
screws fitted nicely into the wood once 3mm holes were drilled in the ceramic sides using
a diamond bit.

Angus & team on Collect 2020 - credit Omar Shamma

Experimentation is expensive in time and emotion. When it doesn’t turn out quite as
hoped, finding a reflective and thoughtful place to recharge to start again is essential.
Looking for solutions can be an end in itself.
Sketch Northern Light

I asked Jennie last week what she found most difficult and most enjoyable. This is what
she said……
“I love a challenge, and when Jonty and I decided to collaborate I could only imagine the
problems we may have to overcome with the limitations and strengths of our contrasting
materials. However, such challenges excite me to push the boundaries of the the parian I
love. This material is a form of porcelain, much loved by the Victorians to create dolls and
puppets with the soft look of skin. When fired to a high temperature it has a waxy marble
like texture and is highly translucent.
My first step was to stain a batch of parian in the colours of the Aurora Borealis. Using a
blend of black, white and coloured strips I created slabs, using the templates provided by
Jonty, carefully cutting my shapes to fit
Exact shrinkage in parian is uncertain and my experience helped me to assess the amount
for this project, probably the hardest of all the tasks and where our combined crafts were
likely to conflict.
The next problem was ensuring that the slabs would dry slowly enough to prevent cracking
or splitting. The clay is fired twice in the kiln - once to a stage that it can withstand final
sanding and second to the point of vitrification where it becomes translucent. It can fail at
each of these stages.

Parian Tranlucensyt

Artists love to experiment, especially to develop techniques to enhance self-expression and
this part of our collaboration was a joy. I found it takes a deep understanding of the
materials involved and an ability to communicate to get to an outcome acceptable for both
our standards.
This gives me pride in my work, especially
when I make something with someone
else and it all fits together snugly. In this
project, the light has yet to be switched on.
A moment to look forward to.”

Aurora Model

Real versus virtual exhibiting

We have just finished exhibiting virtually, with Design Nation at Collect 2021: International
Art Fair for Craft and Design and it has been very interesting to compare to Collect
2020 held in Somerset House, London when we exhibited with Craft Scotland just before
pandemic. Then, we were in close physical contact with thousands of people. Collect is a
prestigious annual exhibition of contemporary craft organised by the Crafts Council (UK)
where galleries from across the globe present their collections to visitors, including buyers
for public collections like the V&A and serious private collectors. It happens in early March
each year and the 2020 show was just before our lock-down for the pandemic and this
year was a virtual show. We live in hope, but don’t go expecting to sell anything - and rarely
do we sell - so why do we go?

Sutherland Chair in progress - Angus Ross

Experimental, one-off showpiece.

Folded Card

I think it pays in the long run to experiment,
especially if you don’t feel an expert in the
field you are experimenting in. The thing
which remains critical is to accept only the
best and reject what doesn’t meet your
usual standard, whatever the cost.

EXHIBITIONS IN VIRTUAL VERSUS REAL WORLD

Written by,

Jonathan Rose

www.jonathanrose.co.uk
www.jenniemccall.com

Events like Collect are an opportunity to create a new one-off speculative piece of work.
As most of our work is to commission this is a refreshing change for Angus. The rest of the
year commissioned work takes priority, as that is our income. However taking time to do
something more experimental develops your practise. For example the series of one-off river
benches shows a progression. The Tay Bench for SOFA Chicago (2012) with CraftScotland,
was the first steambent spiral made in two parts. The Forth Bench for Collect (2015) with
Contemporary Applied Arts was the first complete structural spiral (sold to Glenmorangie
in 2019). We first used CAD to create the Quercus Pods for Collect (2018) with Craft
Scotland, and this technique led to private commissions for Citrus Tables, and Sutherland
Chair for Collect (2020) with CraftScotland. For this years virtual Collect Angus showed
the Waterfall Bench, a sculptural design which fortunately had been commissioned during
lock-down. It was shown as Number 2 of a Limited Edition of 3. It was a nice change not to
spend all of February creating a new sculptural piece for the show.

Collaboration

We usually do a few live shows each year, ranging from local events like Perthshire Open
Studios to national events often held during London Design Week (September) or London
Veneer Score Full
Quercus Pods - Susie Lowe
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Making Sutherland Chair - credit Omar Shamma

Craft Week (May or October), and at these events we are in control of our own space
and logistics. However being part of a group or gallery is a pre-requisite for Collect and
we are members of Contemporary Applied Arts London, CraftScotland and DesignNation
who have all acted as galleries at Collect. Being part of a group has many advantages.
Firstly it is more affordable as there might be ten makers in a larger space than we could
ever afford. Large pieces of furniture create visual impact when placed alongside smaller
ceramics, glass, metal and textiles. And it is more refreshing than all timber showcases for the
visitor. There is always great support and a lot of learning occurs showing alongside other
designer-makers, who are experts in their own fields. It is also great to share the costs and
logistics involved in setting up, taking down and manning stands or booths.

Building conﬁdence in your brand

We all need sales whether selling timber or furniture and we were certainly concerned
about lost opportunities to connect with potential clients in the real world. Many of you
probably feel uncomfortable with the word brand but I think it is very helpful when thinking
about the steps involved in anyone buying from you whether in person or when moving into
digital selling.

1. Potential customers have to know about you. Events, whether real or virtual, help people

to discover you. They may generate vitally important press as well as sales.

2. Potential customers have to be interested and excited - your spectacular one-off at an
event may be unaffordable but shows what you can do, helps people to remember you,
and they may purchase a smaller more affordable item or commission later.

Sutherland Chair at Collect - credit Lorna Ross

3. Potential customers have to want what you offer - Scottish furniture makers are often

doing a very difficult thing - in that they must create a demand for something that people
don’t know they want. When we arrived in Scotland there wasn’t a demand for curvaceous
steam-bent furniture made in Scottish hardwood but having been at events for almost
twenty years - now there is!

4. Potential customers need to trust you. This is crucial and being part of national and
international shows is a key way people validate us. The press that is sometimes generated
reinforces this

Forth Bench - credit Angus Ross
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5. Potential customers need to commit to

actually getting in touch, a crucial first step
in placing an order, and shows and events
whether real or virtual creates a moment
in time when it feels like the right moment
to contact you.

Sutherland Chair - credit Angus Ross

6. Existing customers, followers and
supporters like to be vicariously involved
in glamorous events. So we always invite
them and we want to show them we
care about them. We are proud that a
lot of our customers are repeat customers
- sometimes over decades. Therefore
events like Collect are part of marketing
and selling and help structure newsletters,
social media and articles like this.
We have worked hard this year to
improve what we offer digitally and have
just launched a new website and for
the first time this includes an on-line shop
- which has even had some sales! We
have also improved our use of CAD to
create 3D sketches which can be shared
on-line, replacing model presented in
person (although Angus prefers this). We
have seen an increase in enquiries during
the pandemic, and it has been vital to
progress private and public enquiries
through all the steps to an order, doing
it all on-line using email, CAD and zoom.

Real versus virtual.

Buying furniture is usually a tactile
experience. People want to see, and
feel, and interact with furniture before
buying. It is huge step to replace this with
a virtual experience but it can be done.
It reminds me of writing by Peter Korn in
Why we make things and why it matters
(2013) on stages in the life of a piece of
furniture. It starts in the makers mind, and
moves through the process of making, as
it is wrestled into being. The second stage
is when it is appreciated by another
person, perhaps your buyer, and when
it is seen through their eyes it subtly
changes into something else - perhaps
it may even become ‘their object’. Then
there is a third stage when it becomes
a virtual object and many might know it
through photographs, film or even writing.
There may be further changes at it moves
through the lens of gallerists, journalists,
photographers and stylists who all add
their layer of influence and meaning. If your
furniture reaches this level is can be very
powerful and it certainly helps your bank
balance as you move from being a local

Waterfall Bench - credit Bluebell Ross

maker to a desirable “name” with more people wanting your work, prepared to wait for
your work and prepared to invest in your work. In the new digital world it is possible to
create this third stage yourself, through your website, social media, newsletters and blogs.
Collect is usually a busy, exciting place to visit whether you love or hate the objects on
show. It is only on for a few days, expensive to visit, and there is a limit to the number of
people attending. However this years virtual Collect had the same number of “live” days
but then stays on-line for a month (until end of March). When Angus gave talks at Collect in
the Saatchi Gallery there were perhaps 100 people in the room. Some of this years virtual
talks had a 1000 people logged in live, and many more will watch recordings later. Some
of the galleries at real-life Collect are a bit
intimidating and unfriendly, and cloak and
dagger about pricing, as they quickly size
you up to work out if you are there to buy.
This years was in many ways much more
democratic and transparent, with most
galleries publishing prices on-line and most
talks published. Sales were definitely down
but the cost of attending was greatly
reduced and we could take part without
leaving the workshop! So we will go back
to live shows - definitely - but we will also
Written by,
continue to develop our business on-line.
As I doubt anything will quickly go back
Lorna Ross
‘to normal’ and buying behaviour has
angus@angusross.co.uk
probably permanently changed.
www.angusross.co.uk

